
LANGUAGE:[12Marks] 

1- Choose the right alternatives: (4marks) 

Susan and I have been friends for a very long time. We have a unique [friendship / friendly / friends]. 

She is two years [old /older / oldest] than me, and we only see each other for thirty minutes two or 

three times a week on the bus. We e-mail each other [where / which / when] we don't see each other 

[for / since / ago] a while. Susan [is giving /gave / has given] me good advice on everything. She has a 

unique outlook on life, and so I know she will never give the same advice [that / as / of] my friends. We 

have a similar taste in literature, [such / so / since] she recommends books to me, and I recommend 

books to her. Now we are really good friends, and have [much / many / more] fun together. 

2- Put the bracketed words in the right form or tense: (4marks) 

I'm thankful for being the daughter of two very loving parents who gave me their support all the time. 

My father is dead now but I  (never/ forget) ...............................  him. I know he wanted me (be) 

............................... successful and did his best to help me. I have remembered him_ all my life_ as the  

(caring) ...............................  father. 

I'm thankful to my friends: If I named them all individually, from wonderful acquaintances to (truth) 

................................. friends, I'd have a list of 100 at least. I don't have a large number of close friends, 

but I do know there (be) ...............................  a lot of good people who I can count on. I (reality) 

.........................value my friends and will never lose touch with them. 

I am thankful to facebook. I have never thought this would be on any list of things to be thankful for, 

but I truly am glad I joined. I (reconnect) ............................... with old friends- some of them are (good) 

..................... friends now than ever before. 

3- Fill in the gaps with words from the list. Mind extra words: (4marks) 

replace / boyfriends/ comfortable / routine/ really / get on / succeeded / selfish / than/ spent   

 

When I met Dave I knew he had kids. The first time I met them was at a local village fete and we just 

........................ the afternoon playing and eating ice cream. By the time we all moved into Dave’s 

house, the girls were really ....................... with me and we had got to know each other ........................ 

well. The change for me was much bigger ........................... it was for them. I left my single life behind 

and entered a world of.........................: bedtimes and bath times, homework, Barbie dolls and later 

loud music and ............................! When I met Dave the girls were eight and now they are 16 and really 

grown up! I know that I will never.........................  their dead Mum, but I do know that we are a happy 

family and even though I don’t have any children of my own, I think I have ......................... as a 

Stepmum! 

 



 

 

LISTENING COMPREHENSION: (8MARKS) 

1. Listen to the telephone conversation between a customer and a receptionist 

and complete the table below. (5marks) 

Hotel  

Reservation  

Arrival  

Problem  

Solution  

 

2. Fill in the blanks with two words from the passage. (1mark) 

Mr Warwick: My family and I wish to spend next week near the sea and we’re 

……………….. if you might have any …………………… left. 

3. Say whether the underlined sounds are same or different. (1mark) 

lay   /      /   dry                        first   /      /   world                                                                                        

4. Circle the silent letter in the following words. (1mark) 

          castle                                                  climb        
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